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Abstract:
This study empirically examines the relationship between working capital management and
profitability of ACC Cement Company, the leading cement manufacturer of the country for
assessing the impact of working capital management on profitability during the period 19992000 to 2009-10. The impact of working capital management on profitability is analyzed by
computing Pearson's simple correlation coefficients, multiple correlation analysis and multiple
regression analysis between Operating Profit and the selected independent variables affecting the
working capital. The 't' test has been used to judge whether the computed correlation and
regression coefficients are significant or not. Few variables show a strong and positive
correlation with the profit whereas some others do not have. Hence, the result concludes that
there is a moderate relationship between working capital management and firm’s profitability.
Introduction:
The potency with that the funds are managed results from the turnover rates. The employee
turnover measures however quickly the assets are born-again into sales. In different words, they
indicate however smart the corporate managers funding and also the revenues are for every rupee
of the fund. The approach during which the funds are managed will have a big impact on the
company's gain. it's associate empirical question whether or not a high employee turnover features
a positive influence on the gain of the corporate. A company will generate larger revenues with a
awfully liberal credit policy that reduces the employee turnover of debtors. during this case, the
lower individual fluctuation will cause higher gain. From a standard perspective, however, a coffee
employee turnover affects the gain of the corporate. Turnover in mounted assets is that the
quantitative relation of turnover (in the financial gain statement) to the worth of mounted assets (in
the balance sheet). It shows however well the corporate uses its assets to come up with revenue. In
general, the upper the quota, the better, since a high quota indicates that the corporate has
committed less cash in mounted assets for each greenback of revenue. A falling quota might
indicate that the corporate is unduly endowed in instrumentality, instrumentality or different
tangible assets. However, analysts argue that such a relationship isn't conclusive: firms usually
don't quote or seek advice from these numbers. This new trend of informality within the economy
has junction rectifier to the accounting programmes across the country now not teaching the
employee turnover of mounted assets. The two basic elements of the quantitative relation area unit
internet credit year turnover and average trade assets. Trade assets for the needs of this relationship
embrace the quantity of trade assets and bills of exchange. the typical assets result from the
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addition of the gap assets and therefore the closing balance of the assets and therefore the division
of the whole by 2. It ought to be noted that the availability for invalid claims shouldn't be
subtracted as this could provide the impression that a number of the claims are recovered.
However, if there's no info on the gap and shutting balance of trade assets and on sales of credit,
the debtor's turnover quantitative relation is calculated by dividing the whole turnover by the
balance of the debtors (including the assets from bills of exchange). The primary goal of a business
is to come up with profits. Achieving profits is taken into account important. within the words of
Lord economic expert, "Profit is that the engine that drives the commerce." A business wants
profits not just for its existence, however conjointly for enlargement and diversification. Investors
desire a honest come back on their investments. The staff wish higher wages, the creditors wish
additional security for his or her interest and loans then on. A commerce will fulfill its obligations
to the assorted areas of society solely by earning points. Profits are thus a helpful measure of the
general potency of the business. Profits for the management square measure the check of potency
and therefore the activity of management, for the house owners a live of the worth of their
investment. to the creditors the security margin; a supply of fringe edges for employees; for the
govt., a live of remunerator capability and therefore the basis for legislative action; to the shoppers
a relevance the demand for higher quality and value reductions; For a corporation that's a less
cumbersome supply of finance for growth and existence, and ultimately for the country, profits
square measure associate degree index of economic progress. profitableness ratios square measure
calculated to live the general potency of the business.
Objectives of the study
1. To Calculation of variables PBITR, FATR, ITR, DTR, WCTR by Coromandel
International Ltd.
2. To menstruation the impact of freelance variables (FATR, ITR, DTR, WCTR) on
profitableness exploitation regression.
3. To The profitable position of Coromandel International Ltd. know
4. To Draw conclusions and create suggestions where applicable.
Research methodology
 Annual financial reports of the company.
 Balance sheets, profit loss accounts extra.
TOOLS OF ANALYSIS:
FIXED ASSETS TURN OVER RATIO:

The turnover of fastened assets is that the magnitude relation of turnover (in the financial gain
statement) to the worth of fastened assets (in the balance sheet). It indicates however well the
corporate uses its quality worth to get sales.
Fixed asset turnovers ratio =
Meaning:
In general, the higher it's, the upper the quota, as a result of a high quota indicates that the
corporate has committed less cash in mounted assets for every rupee of sales.
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Turnover ratio:
This is additionally known as the fabric speed magnitude relation. it's calculated to see the
potency of inventory management in terms of capital investment. It shows that the connection
between the price of products sold and therefore the quantity of average inventory.
Inventory turnover ratio =
Significance:
ITR indicates whether or not the investment in inventory is perfect. the quantity of
inventory ought to be enough to fulfill the wants of the organization. However, it mustn't be too
dearly-won to traffic congestion an excessive amount of capital, and there may additionally show
a discrepancy varieties of inventory losses that the ITR indicates. economical Inventory
Management potency of doing business.
DEBT IMMEDIATE RELATIONSHIP:
It indicates the speed of debt recovery of a business. In easy words, it indicates however
typically a mean human (a claim) is turned over throughout a year throughout a surplus.
Debtors turnover ratio =

Material properties: the fabric properties conjointly influence the minimum content. If materials area unit
needed just for a special order from the client, no minimum inventory is needed for such materials. The
minimum stock will be calculated exploitation the subsequent formula.
MINIMUM STOCK = ADDITIONAL ORDER - (NORMAL CONSUMPTION × NORMAL
POSTPROCESSING PERIOD)
B) Renewal Level: once the number of fabric reaches an explicit worth, a brand new order is shipped to
retrieve the materials. The order are shipped before the materials reach the minimum inventory. The
reorder level or order level is about between the minimum levels. determinant the rearrangement standing
takes under consideration the consumption rate, the quantity of days needed to fill stocks, and also the
most quantity of fabric required during a day. The rearrangement rate is decided by the subsequent
formula.
RE-ORDERING LEVEL = most CONSUMPTION × most RE-ORDERING amount
C) most Level: this can be the number of fabric from that a corporation cannot exceed its stock levels. If
the number exceeds the most fill level, there's associate degree buy in. a corporation ought to avoid
overstocking, as this ends up in high material prices. additional inventory suggests that obstruction
additional assets, more room to store materials, additional waste of fabric and additional price of loss
because of averaging. the most stock depends on the subsequent factors.
A-B-C ANALYSIS:
The materials area unit divided into variety of classes to pursue a selective approach to material
management. It will typically be seen that in producing, a little share of the things frame an outsized share
of the consumption price and an outsized share of the fabric accounts for a little share of the worth.
Between these 2 limits area unit some articles whose material price is sort of equal. within the A-B-C
analysis, the materials area unit divided into 3 classes, A, B and C. expertise has shown that almost ten %
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of the articles contribute seventy % of the consumption price, and this class is remarked because the "A"
class. concerning twenty % of the articles contribute concerning twenty % to consumption, and this can
be remarked as class "B" material. The class "C" covers concerning seventy % of the materials, that frame
solely ten % of the consumption price. There could also be variations in several organizations and this
share may be adjusted.
The A-B-C analysis helps focus a lot of on class A, as dominant these things brings the foremost financial
profit. Special attention ought to be paid to the estimation of wants, purchasing, maintenance of safety
stock and therefore the correct storage of class "A" materials. these things area unit below constant review
in order that substantial quantities of fabric may be purchased for the year. a touch a lot of attention ought
to be paid to the current. Articles of class "B" and their purchase ought to be created quarterly or semiannually.
WORKING CAPITAL TURNOVER RATIO:
Working capital turnover ratio = sales/Net working capital
Net working capital = current assets – current liabilities.

YEARS
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

NET
SALES
2264.12
2681.05
3299.45
4909.05
5512.43
6385.5
7042.82
1320.64

NWC
-260.12
-676.05
-1293.45
-2902.05
-3504.43
-4376.5
-5032.82
690.36

RATIO
IN
TIME
-8.704
-3.965
-2.550
-1.691
-1.572
-1.459
-1.399
1.912

The higher than
table shows that
the turnover ratios of current assets differed throughout the investigation amount because of fluctuations
in income and current assets. it's high within the years 2017 to eighteen (1,912), as income are falling and
internet assets is falling. In 2010/11 its low because of lower sales (-8,704).
FIXED ASSETS TURNOVER RATIO:
Fixed asset turnovers ratio = Net sales/Fixed Assets
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Years

Net sales

Fixed Assets

2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17

2264.12
2681.05
3299.45
4909.05
5512.43
6385.5
7042.82

2727.9
2548.9
2537.17
2517.28
2500.46
4635.69
4941.68

433

Ratio
Time
0.829
1.051
1.300
1.950
2.204
1.377
1.425

in
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2017-18

1320.64

11400.25

0.115

The on top of table shows that the transfer rates of fastened assets varied throughout the investigation
amount. it's low (0.115) in 2017-18 as a result of fastened assets generate less sales. it's high (2.204) in
2014-15 as fastened assets generate a high volume of sales.
PROFIT BEFORE INTERST TAX MARGIN:
Profit before interest and tax margin=PBIT

×100

Net sales

YEARS

PBIT

NET SALES

2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

182.26
93.9
370.17
1258.8
1588.94
1495.55
1712.27
2063.3

2264.12
2681.05
3299.45
4909.05
5512.43
6385.5
7042.82
1320.64

RATIO
IN
TIME
8.049
3.502
11.219
25.642
28.824
23.421
24.312
156.234

The on top of table
shows
that
earnings before interest and tax were totally different throughout the investigation amount. it's low
(3,502) in 2011-12 owing to high production prices. it's high (156,234) in 2017-18, because of the high
sales volume.
INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIO:
Inventory turnover ratio = Net sales/Avg inventory

YEARS NET SALES
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

2264.12
2681.05
3299.45
4909.05
5512.43
6385.5
7042.82
1320.64

AVG
INVENTARY
223.17
283.71
379.57
433.58
609.76
691.97
821.7
1956.52

RATIO
TIME
10.145
9.449
8.692
11.323
9.040
9.228
8.571
0.674

IN

The higher than table shows the inventory turnover rates of the corporate. It varied between ten.145 and
0.674 throughout the investigation amount because of fluctuations in income and average stock levels.
These ratios square measure high in 2013-14 (11,323), as stocks aren't continuously born-again into sales.
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Findings
Company's earnings before interest and tax margin throughout the study amount area unit low. that the
company can draw less cash in on its sales. Thecome-on investment of Coromandel International Ltd
throughout the investigation amount is low. the corporate doesn't effectively manage the capital utilized.
Turnover rates of fastened assets throughout the investigation amount area unit low. Therefore, the
corporate doesn't use its fastened assets effectively. Company human ratios throughout the study amount
area unit low. It seems that the corporate has inefficaciously managed human debt assortment. The
company's inventory turnover rates throughout the investigation amount area unit timely. this enables the
corporate to quickly convert its inventory into revenue. The company's assets turnover rates throughout
the study amount area unit low. It seems that the corporate has inefficaciously managed assets

Suggestions
The corporate ought to improve the technology to enhance potency and cut back cost of production. The
ROI reflects the gain of the business and, in step with the current study, the ROI is low. Therefore, it's
projected to the corporate to enhance the ROI by up internet profit. The variability of PBITM depends on
sales. the corporate ought to thus focus additional on revenue growth to maximize business profits.
Efforts should be created to cut back the best assets that reduce the gain of the business.firms should
increase their come on sales.
CONCLUSION
Based on the information assortment, ensuant analysis and results, it's all over that sales of Coromandel
International Ltd continuing to rise and fall throughout the investigation amount, with earnings showing
growth and come on investment throughout the investigation amount. The Company's ability to manage
the assets want to generate sales has improved throughout the investigation amount. The correlation
between PBITM and alternative variables is positive. The correlation between ROCE and alternative
variables is positive. It will be all over that the revenue gain should be accrued and also the effective use
of resources should be controlled. Overall, the monetary performance of Coromandel International Ltd is
nice.
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